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Abstract— As the rollout of NFV in the Telecommunications 

domain gains momentum, methods that enable the automated and 

performant deployment of VNFs are required to support large 

scale deployments. This paper presents a framework that enables 

the automated characterization of VNFs and modelling of the 

relationships between resource types, quantities and achieved 

performance. A workload characterization approach is proposed 

to identify the most appropriate types of resources to be allocated 

to a VNF at deployment time. Machine learning modelling was 

used to identify the appropriate deployment configuration which 

meets required performance targets, such as network throughput. 

The proposed framework has been experimentally validated based 

on the optimization of a Traffic Classifier VNF deployment in an 

OpenStack cloud environment. 

Keywords—SR-IOV, Open vSwitch (OVS), Virtual Network 

Function Descriptor (VNFD), Network Function Virtualization 

(NFV), Virtualised Network Function (VNF), Enhanced Platform 

Awareness (EPA), 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

The advent of the Network Function Virtualization (NFV) 
paradigm has attracted significant interest from the 
Telecommunications domain with the promise of network 
transformation. This evolution is based on moving network 
functions from a proprietary fixed appliance approach to 
virtualized software appliances running on standard high 
volume servers. However, the delivery of this transformation in 
a performant manner creates a number of significant challenges 
[1]. With a traditional fixed appliance approach, application 
software is tightly coupled to its supporting hardware 
infrastructure. This close coupling supports predictable 
performance and reliability for carrier grade network functions. 

In an NFV approach, virtualized network functions (VNFs) 
are typically deployed on host Virtual Machines (VMs) running 
in cloud compute environments such as OpenStack. These 
environments abstract the underlying infrastructure and have 
limited capabilities to support intelligent placement decisions. 
An intelligent placement decision can be described as a 
placement decision that allocates the optimal quantity and type 
of resources to a VNF on the most appropriate physical nodes. 
The decision should also consider the dynamic behavior of the 
target platform in order to ensure both quantifiable performance 

and predictable behavior of the workload. 

While virtualization brings many benefits to Enterprise IT 
such as workload consolidation, improved utilization of 
resources etc., realizing these benefits for VNF type workloads 
creates new challenges [2]. Virtualization can incur performance 
penalties in comparison to bare metal deployments. Innovations 
such as Intel® Virtualization Technologies (e.g. VT-x, VT-c and 
VT-d) have been developed to close the gap with respect to 
native implementations [3]. Software and hardware packet 
acceleration technologies, such as Intel’s Data Plane 
Development Kit (DPDK) and Single Route Input/Output 
Virtualization (SR-IOV) have also emerged in an effort to 
improve VNF performance [4, 5]. DPDK for example is a 
software library that supports accelerated packet processing 
directly in userspace and exploits hardware features available in 
some Network Interface Cards (NICs). SR-IOV is a standard 
specification released by the PCI-SIG organization that allows a 
Peripheral Component Interconnect Express (PCIe) device 
(including NICs) to appear to be multiple separated physical 
devices. The key advantage for VMs hosting network related 
workloads is the ability to use PCI pass-through to gain direct 
access to an SR-IOV network device with a dedicated physical 
channel assigned to their network traffic without the need to rely 
on driver capabilities from the host OS [6]. However, the 
appropriate composition, configuration and optimization of the 
virtualized resources and packet acceleration technologies are 
critical in realizing performant deployments. 

In order for NFV to scale appropriately in real world 
applications, automated deployments are required. From this 
perspective considerations such as performance optimization, 
topology, resilience etc. in cloud environments need to be 
properly addressed at an orchestration level [7]. Deployments 
objectives such as VNF and network service performance are 
becoming increasingly important for orchestration in Telco 
environments [8]. The current approach is based on the use of 
pre-planned configurations for the node(s) hosting the VNF 
workload and then simply requesting instantiation of that 
configuration to bring the VNF into service [9]. This approach 
has limitations and does not necessarily match the 
characteristics of the specific workload (e.g. data plane, control 
plane, signal processing etc.) to the optimized allocation of 
resources (e.g. packet acceleration technologies). As cloud Data 
Centers (DCs) become more heterogeneous with various 
generations of compute resources consisting of different 978-1-4673-9486-4/16/$31.00 ©2016 IEEE 
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features and add-on devices (i.e. PCIe) which offer varying 
hardware acceleration capabilities, this challenge increases 
significantly. Making automated allocation decisions at 
deployment time which can reconcile VNF performance 
requirements against a dynamic resource environment also 
significantly increases the complexity of VNF orchestration. 
However, adding more intelligence into placement decisions is 
critical to ensuring that VNFs are deployed in a performant 
manner and are not adversely effected by the types or quantities 
of resources allocated. A number of approaches to VNF/VM 
scheduling/orchestration policies have been reported in the 
literature [9], however they generally adopt a high level view to 
VM placement within an Network Function Virtualized 
Infrastructure (NFVI) to achieve specific goals such as 
minimizing intra-data center traffic [10]. These approaches 
however do not necessarily address the specific mapping of 
resources to the characteristics and needs of an individual VNF 
workload. This paper presents a possible approach to 
addressing this challenge based on the identification of the 
quantity and types of resources to be allocated to a VNF at 
deployment time. By generating a model which expresses the 
allocation of resource in relation to specific levels of 
performance, rules are generated which can used by an 
Orchestrator to add intelligence to a VNF deployment request 
in a cloud environment such as OpenStack. 

The paper is organized as follows; Section II presents the 
problem of supporting the automated orchestration of VNF 
deployments in a Telco cloud compute environment. Key to 
solving this problem is matching the characteristics of VNF 
workloads to their hosting infrastructures. Section III presents 
the proposed solution and introduces the usage of a machine 
learning model in order to identify the deployment configuration 
which can satisfy required performance goals, such as network 
throughput. In Section IV the experimental configuration of the 
Traffic Classifier VNF evaluation process in an OpenStack 
cloud environment is presented. Detailed test case scenarios are 
described in section V, and the results of the experimental 
process are discussed in Section VI. Finally, Section VII 
concludes the paper. 

II. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The first generation of VNFs are often based on software 
porting from the fixed appliance versions of network functions 
to virtualized forms. There is limited focus on the characteristics 
of the commodity hardware environments used to host the VNFs 
beyond the standard abstracted view of resource allocations in 
virtualized environments i.e. allocations of virtual CPU’s, RAM 
and storage. This approach can result in reduced performance 
which service providers are willing to accept due to the gain in 
flexibility that NFV offers. However, as the proliferation of 
NFV grows, the performance of VNFs will become more and 
more important, with the expectation that they will approach the 
performance levels of fixed appliances particularly for network 
edge functions (e.g. customer premise firewalls, WAN 
accelerators etc.). Matching the characteristics and performance 
of VNF workloads to their hosting infrastructures will play an 
important role in improving their performance and Service Level 
Agreement (SLA) assurance. However coupling VNF’s to 
specific resource types cannot be at the cost of losing the 
flexibility provided by virtualized deployments.  

Enhanced Platform Awareness (EPA) has emerged in recent 
versions of OpenStack [11] as a mechanism to address issues 
relating to resource abstraction which can negatively impact the 
performance of certain VNF workload types. These workloads 
can benefit from the access to certain platform features to 
improve their performance or to increase the predictability and 
stability of their behavior. For example workloads with 
cryptography related functionality can benefit from being 
scheduled on CPUs with Advanced Encryption Standard New 
Instructions (AES-NI) instructions to improve the speed of 
encryption and decryption tasks. As EPA evolves in Telco cloud 
environments, it will bring significant benefits as the richness 
and granularity of the resource landscape improves. This will 
help to bridge the current gap between resource abstraction and 
platform specific requirements of VNFs.  

In order to meet customer requirements, service providers 
need to provide an accurate and reliable indication of 
performance which is commonly encapsulated in SLAs. These 
SLAs include targets relating to various aspects of performance 
expectations. In order to avoid penalties associated with SLA 
breaches, providers will typically over-provision resources. This 
approach generally leads to a waste of valuable resources. 
Secondly, it does not take into account the performance 
characteristics of available technologies and does not match 
them to the performance target in an intelligent and optimal 
fashion. 

Therefore, a clear problem exists in relation to matching the 
performance characteristics of platform resources that are 
discoverable through EPA to meet the performance targets of a 
VNF which may be defined in an SLA. Additionally, the specific 
quantity of any given resource should also match the desired 
performance (for example the number of virtual CPUs to be 
assigned to a workload or the number of SR-IOV network 
connections to be used, and so forth). Finally any solution must 
be implemented in an automated fashion to support intelligent 
orchestration of the VNF deployment process. 

III. PROPOSED SOLUTION 

For any VNF type workload a detailed understanding of the 
performance characteristics and affinity for physical resources 
is important from a deployment perspective in order to 
maximize performance and to optimize the number of allocated 
resources. Optimization can also reduce the financial costs of 
deployments through optimal resource allocation (i.e. reduction 
in the over-allocation of resources, or not allocating more 
expensive resources which have no significant impact on the 
performance of the VNF workload being deployed). It is 
necessary to build a picture of the VNF’s affinities for compute 
resource allocations and platform specific features. To 
appropriately map these affinities requires the deployment of 
various compute resource allocation cases and to quantify the 
performance of a VNF using embedded telemetry in a 
statistically meaningful manner. Even for relatively simple 
VNFs with constrained boundary conditions in terms of 
resource allocation ranges, tens or hundreds of distinct 
configurations are initially required, which can quickly grow 
into thousands of deployments to ensure data robustness. It is 
impractical and expensive to deploy thousands of potential VM 
flavor combinations manually; therefore for the purpose of this 
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work a framework was developed which automates the 
deployment process. The framework has two distinct functions: 
the first one is the characterization of VNF workload 
performance using different resource allocations in a 
quantitative manner; the second one is modelling the 
relationships between VNF performance and resource 
allocations. 

The framework developed (see Figure 1) is based on a Python 

implementation which automatically generates different 

deployment configurations for a given VNF under test. The 

templates represent all possible configurations for selected 

parameters (e.g. vNIC configuration, number of virtual CPUs, 

amount of RAM, etc.) within a given range of values. The 

framework interacts with an OpenStack cloud environment and 

generates different configurations in the form of Heat 

templates, which are deployment scripts based on the Heat 

Orchestration Template format [12]. Templates are then 

deployed sequentially and data from each deployment is 

collected and analyzed in order to evaluate the effect of a given 

deployment configuration on the VNF’s performance. The key 

steps are as follows: 

1. Each template is deployed through OpenStack (namely 
the Heat service) which creates the VMs, installs the 
VNF software and a telemetry agent to measure internal 
metrics at a 1 Hz sampling interval. Details of the 
telemetry agent and supporting backend have been 
previously reported [13]; 

2. Once the deployment phase is concluded, the 
framework starts a packet generator sending network 
traffic to the VNF; 

3. Traffic is processed by the VNF and is forwarded to a 
test point destination for performance measuring 
purposes; 

4. After a predefined time interval, the packet generator is 
stopped and all data collected during the experiment are 
saved to a Hadoop database. 

5. The deployed test case is deleted and the test 
environment is reinitialized ready for the next test case. 

6. Steps 1-5 are repeated for each template. 

 

Fig. 1. High level framework for determining optimised VNF deployments 

The data collected is then analyzed using a machine learning 

approach to identify relationships between the types and 

quantity of resource allocated and VNF performance. A 

decision tree is generated which relates specific performance 

characteristics (such as network throughput) to the deployment 

configurations. An example of a decision tree is described in 

Section VI. The decision tree would be generated during 

acceptance testing for a new VNF prior to operational 

deployment by a service provider. The decision tree can then be 

encoded for use by an Orchestrator to optimize the allocation of 

specific resources during automated deployments. Finally, EPA 

is used to identify the location of a host which has the necessary 

resources. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL CONFIGURATION 

A. Traffic Classifier VNF 

The Traffic Classifier (TC) VNF used comprises of two 
Virtual Network Function Components (VNFCs), namely a 
Traffic Inspection engine and a Classification and Forwarding 
function. The two VNFCs are implemented in respective VMs. 
The Traffic Classifier is based upon a Deep Packet Inspection 
(DPI) approach, which is used to analyze a small number of 
initial packets from a flow in order to identify the flow type. 
After the flow identification step no further packets are 
inspected. The Traffic Classifier follows the Packet Based per 
Flow State (PBFS) in order to track the respective flows [14]. A 
flow can be defined as a sequence of packets sent from one 
application to a receiving application. The PBFS method uses a 
table to track each session based on the 5-tuples (source address, 
destination address, source port, destination port, and the 
transport protocol) that is maintained for each flow. As an 
application flow is typically comprised of multiple packets, once 
the packet initially received has been marked as belonging to 
that application all subsequent packets in the flow are marked 
similarly. The TC uses the Type of Service (TOS) field in the 
packet header to identify the flow type.  

Both VNFCs can run independently from one another, but in 
order for the VNF to have the expected behavior and outcome, 
the 2 VNFCs are required to operate in a parallel manner. 

 

Fig. 2. Traffic Classifier Architecture 

The Traffic Inspection VNFC is the most processing 
intensive component of the VNF. It implements the filtering and 
packet matching algorithms in order to support the traffic 
forwarding capability of the VNF. The component supports a 
flow table (exploiting hashing algorithms for fast indexing of 
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flows) and an inspection engine for traffic classification. The 
implementation used for these experiments exploits the nDPI 
library [15]. The packet capturing mechanism is implemented 
using libpcap. This component does not block unidentified 
traffic as traffic is mirrored to both VNFCs. When the DPI 
engine identifies a new flow, the flow register is updated with 
the appropriate information and communicated to the Traffic 
Forwarding VNFC which then applies any required policy 
updates.  

The Traffic Forwarding VNFC is responsible for routing and 
packet forwarding. It accepts incoming network traffic, consults 
the flow table for classification information for each incoming 
flow and then applies pre-defined policies (e.g. Type of 
Service/Differentiated Services Code Point (TOS/DSCP) 
marking to be applied to multimedia traffic for QoS enablement 
[16]) on the forwarded traffic. It is assumed that the traffic is 
forwarded using the default policy until it is identified and new 
policies are enforced. The expected response delay is considered 
to be negligible, as only a small number of packets are required 
to achieve identification. In a scenario where the VNFCs are not 
deployed on the same compute node, traffic mirroring may 
introduce additional overhead. 

B. Networking Traffic Generation Setup 

The anticipated performance of the TC VNF is dependent on 
the following factors with respect to the traffic profile, namely 
(i) the number of flows; (ii) flow duration; (iii) stateful protocol 
matching versus static port. In this context a traffic profile which 
consists of high volume and short-lived flows consumes a higher 
level of compute resources (CPU and memory) in order to 
support classification of the new flows. Additionally, other 
factors that affect the performance of the VNF are dependent 
solely on its configuration and enabled features. These factors 
are: (i) the number of protocols being matched against, (ii) the 
number of regular expressions used and (iii) matching algorithm 
complexity. Throughout the experimental protocol the same 
mixture of traffic and VNF setup was utilized in order to 
minimize any influence from the factors as outlined above which 
can affect the VNF’s performance behavior.  

The traffic profile used in these experiments was based on 
real traffic traces captured in the NCSR “Demokrito’s” network. 
In total the captured traffic contained 36726 unique flows 
utilizing 28 different application protocols. The packet capture 
(PCAP) files were replayed during the experiments using a 
packet generator capable of reaching 10 Gbps line rates. The 
packet destination addresses in the PCAP files were re-written 
and replaced with a multicast destination address. This 
modification is necessary as the network traffic needs to be 
mirrored to both VNFCs. This method was preferred over 
performing traffic mirroring at the Open vSwitch level (at the 
Compute Node), which could introduce additional latencies and 
increase resource utilization and it is difficult to automate.  

C. OpenStack Testbed 

The architecture of the experimental configuration shown in 
Figure 3 comprises of an OpenStack Juno based cloud 
environment, which includes: a controller (Intel® Core™ i7, @ 
3.40GHz 32GB RAM), two compute nodes (dual socket Intel® 
Xeon® E5 2680 v2@ 2.80GHz with 10 cores, 64GB RAM) and 
a traffic generator (Intel® Core™ i7@ 3.40GHz, 32 GB RAM) 

connected on the same network domain through a 10 Gbps 
switch. All compute nodes used Intel® Dual Ethernet 
Converged Network Adapters (X540-T2). The compute node 
configuration enabled the hosted VMs to use both virtual NICs 
(vNICs) connected to an Open virtual Switch in the form of a 
software-assisted network solution and physical NICs with PCIe 
pass-through, exploiting SR-IOV functionality in the form of a 
hardware-assisted solution. A packet generator was used to 
stress test the performance of the VNF under test. The 
deployment process in the testbed was controlled by a workload 
characterization and modeling framework which is described in 
the next section. 

 
Fig. 3. High level architecture of experimental testbed. 

D. Workload Characterization and Modeling Framework 

The Workload Characterization and Modeling (WCM) 
framework characterizes VNF workloads under test. The key 
function of the framework is to measure the VNF’s performance 
with different configurations and to automatically generate a 
model to support automated selection of the most efficient 
configuration at deployment time. It takes as its input an ETSI 
compliant Virtual Network Function Descriptor (VNFD) and a 
set of configuration parameter ranges which need to be applied 
in order to investigate different VNFCs’ configurations. 

Configurations are given to the framework as a list of 
parameters and values (e.g. type of virtual NICs, number of 
vCPUs, etc.). The configuration file can also include the desired 
network performance: expressed in bits per seconds and 
represents the target bit rate that the VNF service provider wants 
to offer to their users. For example, given 1 Gbps, 5 Gbps and 
10 Gbps network throughput values, the system creates a model 
to select the most efficient configuration for each one of these 
performance goals. The model takes the form of a decision tree, 
whose rules depend on the variables given as an input to the 
framework. 

V. TEST CASE SCENARIOS 

The following section describes two use case scenarios 
where the framework was applied. 
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A. OVS vs SR-IOV Characterization 

The first use case scenario is focused on a performance 
comparison between OVS and SR-IOV network connections. 
The framework was used to investigate the effect of allocating 
OVS and SR-IOV network connections to the VNFCs 
comprising the VNF. As shown in Figure 2, the VNF has 5 
network connections providing ingress, egress and inter VNFC 
connectivity. For the purpose of this comparison the framework 
generates two Heat templates reflecting these two configurations 
with the two instances generated being deployed on two 
different physical hosts at the same time. As shown in Figure 4 
each instance had dedicated destination test endpoints (TP2 and 
TP3) implemented as virtual machines, which were used to 
measure the amount of traffic the VNF was able to forward. A 
third endpoint destination (TP1) acted as a network throughput 
reference point by intercepting all traffic sent by the traffic 
generator. A traffic generator [17] was used to generate 
multicast traffic flows that were simultaneously sent to both 
VNFs and TP1. The traffic rate was accelerated at runtime in 
order to send a linearly increasing traffic profile, ranging from 
1Mbps to 9.6 Gbps. The results obtained are discussed in Section 
VI. 

 

Fig. 4. Testpoint configuration for VNF testing 

B. Performance Optimized Configuration 

The second test case investigated an approach which 
supports VNF deployments based on network performance 
optimization. The main purpose of the test case was to 
implement an automated system capable of selecting the 
minimal configuration for a VNF that can provide the desired 
level of performance specified in an SLA. This relates to a 
scenario where a Service Provider wishes to provide the same 
service to many users with different SLAs by using different 
VNF flavors. The concept of flavor in this context is distinctly 
different to OpenStack’s VM flavor. Here it is intended to define 
the complete deployment configuration of all the components of 
a VNF. It includes the configuration of the network interfaces, 
the scheduler hints and other elements necessary to instantiate 
the VMs in additional to the required allocations of vCPUs, 
RAM and storage. In order to select the VNF flavors, a set of 
experiments were carried out using the framework to collect and 
analyze the data based on various deployment configurations 
(SR-IOV allocation and VM sizes). Three bandwidth SLA 
targets were selected (400 Mbps, 800 Mbps and 3 Gbps). The 
data collected was analyzed using the C4.5 machine learning 
algorithm [18]. Specifically, the framework invokes the J48 

module of the WEKA machine learning platform which 
provides an implementation of the C4.5 algorithm and returns a 
decision tree as its output. The approach is designed to support 
the automated building of VNF flavors, according to the network 
performance requirement of the customer, selecting the most 
efficient configuration (in terms of usage of resources) which 
can fulfil the required SLA.  

In order to relate performance optimization to a specific 
configuration, an efficiency function was defined and calculated 
for each configuration to compare them and to select the most 
efficient configuration that can support the SLA. The function is 
defined as follows: 

𝐸 =
𝑃

∑ (𝑤𝑖 ⋅ 𝑅𝑖)
𝑁
𝑖=1

 

For each sample: 

 P is the performance of the VNF (for the purpose of the 
use case, throughput was specifically addressed); 

 N is the number of variables taken into account by the 
analysis (in this case is 2, vCPUs and RAM); 

 wi is a weight assigned to each resource by a service 
provider (the sum of all wi is equal to 1); 

 Ri is the number of units of resource i allocated in the 
configuration (this is subject of a min/max 
normalization with respect the resource with higher 
value, which in this case is RAM). 

Ri depends on the number of available resource of type i that 
are allocated. This number is normalized within the value range 
related to a resource type that has the maximum number of 
resources available. For example, a deployment configuration 
may include resources such as processor, memory etc. For 
example, a maximum of 10 CPUs and a maximum of 20 GB of 
memory may be available to the deployment configuration. In 
this example, the minimum memory size may be one gigabyte. 
Thus, 20 GB of memory corresponds to 20 memory resources 
and 10 CPUs corresponds to 10 processor resources. Thus, 20 is 
the maximum number of resources of any resource type in this 
example. If the number of allocated CPUs is 5 and the amount 
of memory allocated is 5GB, the amount of allocated CPUs 
correspond to the 50% of the available ones (5/10 = 0.5), 
whereas the amount of allocated memory unis correspond to the 
25% (5/20 = 0.25); then Ri for resource type processor is 0.5 x 
20 =10, whereas Ri for resource type memory is 0.25 x 20 = 5 

VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

This section presents the results relating to the test case 
scenarios described in the previous section. 

A. OVS vs SR-IOV Characterization 

The results of the characterization experiments are shown in 
Figure 5. The network traffic load was increased linearly from 1 
Mbps to 9.6 Gbps over the course of the experimental run which 
was approximately 200 seconds in duration. The VNF 
deployment utilizing OVS exhibited network saturation effects 
at approximately 360 Mbps. The VNF deployment utilizing SR-
IOV exhibited a 10 fold improvement over OVS with saturation 
occurring at approximately 3.6 Gbps. However the results also 
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indicate a significant gap between the throughput achieved by 
the forwarding VNFC and the total traffic load. 

 

Fig. 5. SR-IOV vs OVS throughput. 

The VNF also generates metrics to monitor its internal 
performance which are typically used by a VNF Manager 
(VNFM) to manage the VNF when deployed. For the purposes 
of this test case these metrics were captured and integrated into 
the telemetry platform for analysis. In Figure 6, the number of 
flows detected per second by the VNF is shown. The ability of 
the VNF to detect unique flows is significantly affected by the 
allocation of SR-IOV or OVS and corresponds with the pattern 
of behavior shown in Figure 5.  

 

Fig. 6. SR-IOV vs OVS number of detected flows. 

B. Automatic Performance Configuration 

In order to explore different network performance targets, 32 
different configurations which varied network connection type 
between SR-IOV and OVS to the VNFCs of the VNF were 
investigated. The test scenarios were automatically provisioned, 
tested and analyzed using the framework, generating all possible 
combinations of the variables (5 vNICs with 2 allowed values). 
Each configuration was tested 3 times using 60 second test 
durations. Over 6000 data points were generated and analyzed 
using the J48 algorithm [19] to generate a decision tree as shown 
in Figure 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Decision Tree returned by the J48 algorithm for the 

networkconnection type. 

Using the rules generated by the decision tree it is possible 
to automate the selection of a VNF configuration to achieve a 
given SLA. The proposed approach uses the decision tree to 
generate the requirement configuration for a given deployment. 
The algorithm starts by navigating the leaves and selecting the 
leaf that corresponds to the desired network throughput. The 
selection of values for the configuration parameters is simply 
obtained by traversing the tree from the selected leaf to the root. 
For instance, the minimal configuration to achieve a forwarding 
throughput of 3 Gbps is achieved by allocating SR-IOV to 
vNICs 4 and 5 both and OVS to the other interfaces. In situations 
where more than one configuration is returned for a given SLA, 
the deployment configuration is selected by the system 
according to the efficiency function defined in Section V. In this 
way it is possible to achieve the target SLA while avoiding 
excessive allocation of resources. As the framework automates 
the completely process including the generation of the decision 
tree to define the deployment rules, only limited user 
intervention is required. Setup of the initial configuration file 
setup is the only key user task. 

The same experiments were performed for various flavors of 
the Forwarding VNFC, specifically varying the quantity of 
vCPUs and of RAM assigned to the VM. For this experimental 
configuration SR-IOV channels were statically assigned to the 
vNICs 1, 4 and 5. The number of vCPUs assigned to the VM 
was varied between 1 and 10 and RAM allocations between 2 
and 8 GBs in 1 GB incremental steps. The total number of 
possible configurations for this experiment was 70. Each 
configuration was tested 3 times over a 60 second duration using 
the framework. In total 14,000 data points were collected which 
were used for model generation in WEKA. 

The results obtained did not indicate any particular 
dependency on the size of the VM i.e. the VNFC was not CPU 
or memory bound; therefore a minimum VNF flavor (1 vCPU, 
2 GB RAM) was sufficient to achieve a 3 Gbps traffic 
throughput. Of course, this result is specific for the virtualized 
Traffic Classifier under test and for the physical infrastructure 
setup utilized. The J48 algorithm did not return any decision 
tree.  
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To check the validity of the previous results, a deployment 
based on a large resources allocation and a framework based 
allocation were generated and measured. A side to side 
performance comparison of the respective deployments is 
shown in Figure 8. The network throughput achieved is the same 
for both deployments. However, in the second deployment the 
result is achieved with a significantly smaller allocation of 
resources, which provides tangible support for the approach 
outlined in this paper. 

The approach described in this paper is generalizable in 
terms of KPI targets. While throughput was considered for the 
vTC use case to demonstrate the application of the modelling 
approach developed. This approach can readily be extended to 
different KPI targets for other VNFs as necessary 

 
Fig. 8. Effect of vCPU’s allocation (High and Low performance evenly 

distributed indicating no influence 

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

Utilization of a VNFD which provides a pre-planned 
deployment configuration is the current industry approach to 
support the automated deployment of VNFs in cloud computing 
environments. However this has limitations from an 
orchestration perspective and does not take into account 
underutilization of compute resources or the allocation of 
specific resource types which can benefit workload 
performance. Secondly the approach will have scalability 
challenges as hundreds or thousands of templates will have to 
be maintained as adoption of NFV grows within a network 
service provider environment. To address this limitation, the 
potential of the automated generation of deployment rules 
based on infrastructure affinity awareness has been 
investigated. The effect of the deployment configuration, i.e. 
the VNF flavor, on the performance has been demonstrated 
using a comparison between OVS and SR-IOV network 
technologies. In addition, an approach for the automatic 
selection of the best VNF flavor has been proposed and a 
framework has been designed and developed to support 
dynamic configuration selection at deployment time.  

It has been shown that this approach can be used to define 
appropriate deployment rules in an automated manner which 
can be used to orchestrate the deployment of a VNF combining 
optimized network related performance with a minimal 
configuration of allocated resources i.e. consumes the smallest 
amount of resources (e.g. number of SR-IOV channels, number 
of vCPUs, amount of RAM, etc.). 

As previously outlined EPA has emerged to support the 
allocation of specific platform capabilities to the VMs hosting 
VNF workloads at deployment time, which can benefit VNF 
performance in a cloud environment [20]. EPA contributions 
are now starting to appear in OpenStack releases and include 
platform detection capabilities through the discovery, tracking, 
and reporting of enhanced features in the physical architecture 
and peripherals. Additionally, there are capabilities to schedule 
and deploy a VM onto a selected platform with the enabled 
features. This capability will enable the orchestrator to close the 
loop by allowing the requested resource types defined in the 
deployment rules to be scheduled appropriately during VNF 
deployment. 

Additional work is planned to improve the capabilities of 

the framework and to extend the results further. From an SLA 

perspective, only bandwidth has been considered to date. 

Further developments will include the definition and automatic 

evaluation of more complex SLAs to take into account for 

example jitter, latency packet loss etc. From a technology 

characterization perspective, additional platform features will 

be investigated to determine both their individual and 

cumulative effect on VNF performance; examples include core 

pinning, NUMA awareness and huge pages. 
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